A generalized anti-hermitian staggered Dirac operator is formulated. Its relation with noncommutative geometry is briefly reviewed. Once this antihermitian operator is modified to be "γ 5 -hermitian", it will provide a new solution to Ginsparg-Wilson relation, basing on an abstract algebraic analysis of Neuberger's overlap construction and a redefinition of chirality.
I. INTRODUCTION
A long-lasting folklore that massless fermions are incompatible with lattice formalism of field theories [1] has been almost brought to an end due to the breakthroughs in 90's characterized in physical language by the introduction of infinitely many flavors [2] . Mathematically, the problem of chiral fermions on lattices has been addressed to Ginsparg-Wilson relation(GWR) [3] ; and overlap solution devised by Neuberger et al provides a promising candidate for the continuing numerical work [4] . Intuitively speaking, overlap construction can be characterized by an operator function including a "compactification" of the argument operator. Dirac-Wilson operator with a heavy negative mass is chosen by Neuberger for the argument operator. In fact, we will present a generic algebraic analysis on the construction of this operator function in this letter, such that a large class of formal solutions to GWR is available.
On the other hand, staggered fermion formalism has dominated the simulations of LQCD for a long time when chiral properties are concerned [5] ; we found an intriguing relation between staggered Dirac operator and noncommutative geometry(NCG) recently [6] . However, in our understanding, the traditional definition of chirality for staggered fermions which reserves a U(1) chiral symmetry is unreasonable from a very simple physical argument. The main contribution of this letter is that a new solution to GWR can be found out, if a generalized staggered Dirac operator(GSDO, we will refer conventional staggered Dirac operator as SDO) with a heavy negative mass is taken as argument operator in the operator function mentioned above and a more reasoning alternative definition of chirality is adopted. This paper is organized as following. Anti-hermitian GSDO is defined in section II, then a brief review of the relation of this operator and NCG is given. Alternative definition of chirality can be fitted into GWR, unless the anti-hermitian GSDO is modified to be "γ 5 -hermitian". In seciton III, an abstract algebraic analysis is forwarded to characterized the overlap solution to GWR, and GSDO can be matched into the solution class. Some open discussions are put in section IV.
II. GENERALIZED STAGGERED FERMIONS, NONCOMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY AND "WRONG" DEFINITION OF CHIRALITY
Define a GSDO on a 2m-dimensional lattice Z 2m as
in which we introduce notations as following: let a be lattice constant, T ± µ be shift operators in conventional meaning;
µ consist of a set of hermitian gamma matrices in 2m-dimensional Euclidean space and
, then GSDO can be put in a complex coordinate form
where
. It is easy to verify that D GS satisfies the "square-root" condition D 2 GS = ∆ where lattice laplacian ∆ = −∂
It has been shown in [7] that definition (2.1) is equivalent to SDO adopting staggered phases η µ (x) as gamma matrices when 2m=4 and Clifford algebra Cl(8) stands in a specific representation. We have given a more explicit proof to this equivalency in cases 2m=2,4 in [6] . Here two points shall be clarified. The first one is that when 2m=2,4, the difference between staggered phase formalism and GSDO is that no peculiar representation is specified in definition (2.1) or (2.2), so that generically GSDO may have no "stagger" interpretation as a geometric picture. The second one is that the equivalence of SDO and GSDO in higher even-dimensional cases has not yet been proved.
A deep relation between GSDO and NCG has been discovered in our recent work and we give a outline of this relation in this paragraph. Slightly modify Eq.(2.2) to make the following definition of a "geometric Dirac operator"
[8] endows an induced metric on lattices. We proved that when 2m=2,
, which recovers Euclidean geometry on 2D lattices. Note that since the difference part of F and D GS commutes with any f ,
ii) i[F, f ] provides an involutive representation of differential form df on lattices under Connes' NCG construction. This representation can be extended to higher forms and due to that F is an index-zero Fredholm operator subjected to the so-called "geometric square-root" condition F 2 ∼ 1, this extension is "Junk-free" [10] .
iii) Gauge coupling is added by twisting F with link variables ω
Then Wilson action for lattice gauge fields can be expressed as
with a properly-defined wedge product, providing that ω is unitary [11] .
Let ǫ = γ 2m+1 ⊗ γ 2m+1 , then it is obvious that {D GS , ǫ} = 0. Till now chirality for SDO is defined to be ǫ; accordingly, staggered formalism has a U(1) A chiral symmetry which is the main advance of this theory. However, we understand that γ := γ 2m+1 ⊗ 1 is a more meaningful choice for chirality in physics. In fact, consider continuum limit(C.L.) in
∂x µ , and γ is nothing but the chirality in continuum theory. Of course on a lattice, {D GS , γ} = 0. But it has been a general belief that GWR provides a final answer to the problem of chiral fermions on lattices. Hence, what we plan to do next is to define a lattice Dirac operator D GS such that GWR holds for D GS and γ. As the first step, the anti-hermitian D GS must be modified to be a γ-hermitian D GS defined as
III. SOLUTION TO GINSPARG-WILSON RELATION FROM GENERALIZED STAGGERED DIRAC OPERATOR
The most popular solution to GWR now is overlap operator devised by Neuberger. We will describe Neuberber's construction in a pure algebraic manner so that generalizations are easy to be searched out. Note that as in most physical literature, mathematical rigidity on convergency is not cared in detail.
GWR can be abstracted as a operator pair (D, Γ) and a constraint relation
{D, Γ} = aDΓD 
Define a compactification transformation T of operators to be T (A) =
for a generic operator A. We claim these three statement hold:
In fact, from knowledge of linear algebra, A can be decomposed as A = UλV † where U, V are two unitary operators and λ is a diagonal operator, so A † = VλU † . Based on these facts, any α-order power of A † A and AA † are defined to be ( 
, and above abstract algebraic construction can be specified as Γ =
Then a solution to GWR for a 2m-dimensional lattice is
It is easy to check that D GS has continuum limit iγ
IV. DISCUSSIONS
i) The old problem concerning staggered formalism of the 2 m flavor doubling is still presented in our formulation as being shown in the C.L. of D GS .
ii) An physically-admissible massless Dirac operator D on a 4-dimensional lattice shall fulfill the following conditions: iii) It can be referred as a "Wick rotation" for the modification from D GS to D GS and it is a profound change since the relations of the former to NCG that we outlined in Sec.II can not be expected to be hold for the latter. However, LQCD action can be put in this form S[ω, ψ, ψ] = T r((F (ω) ∧ F (ω))(F (ω) ∧ F (ω))) + (ψ, D GS ψ)
